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Chapter I

Introduction

Around A.D. Ij.00, Palladas of Alexandria wrote the following

epigram about a statue of Hercules:

I marvelled seeing at the cross-roads Jove's brazen son, once
constantly invoked, now cast aside, and in wrath I said: "Averter
of woes, offspring of three nights, thou, who never didst suffer
defeat, art to-day laid low." But at night the god stood by my bed
smiling, and said: "Even though I am a god I have learnt to serve
the times,"

In thus recording the status of Hercules during the late antique

period, Palladas observed a phenomenon which had begun more than a thou-

sand years before his time and which has continued into the present:

the pagan gods, from the time of their genesis onward, have undergone

countless metamorphoses which have ensured their survival in changing

cultural environments. Hercules himself, in the course of a millennium,

was cast variously in the roles of savior, buffoon, warrior, philosopher,

precursor of civilization, and barbarian. These metamorphoses and others

are reflected in contemporary literary and pictorial traditions, thus

allowing scholars hundreds of years later to trace the evolution of the

pagan gods.

I propose to examine in this thesis the metamorphoses and consequent

2
survival of Hercules as recorded in the literature and visual arts from

3
the time of Homer up to the fifteenth century.' This will entail a

consideration of the nature of the Hercules tradition in three major

cultures: the civilizations of Greece, of Rome, and of early Christian

and medieval Europe.

To facilitate this examination of the survival of Hercules, I have

distinguished between the various modes of survival which we find during

the course of the two millennia under consideration here. I have elected

1





to examine the survival of Hercules within three major traditions:

the religious, the historical, and the moral.'
1

The religious—that is,

the actual belief and ritual associated with the hero-god Hercules is

naturally quite significant in the civilizations of Greece and Rome and

totally absent from Christian culture. The historical tradition includes

the role of Hercules in secular, as opposed to religious, affairs; the moral

tradition deals with the interpretation of mythology for didactic or polemical

purposes. Both these traditions are evident in all three cultures being

considered here, but, of course, assume their greatest significance in the

Christian era when the religious tradition is defunct.

Proceeding from the premise that the literature and visual arts of

a given period are a reflection, although admittedly an imperfect one,

of the thought of that period, I propose to examine the survival of Hercules

within the religious, historical, and moral traditions as manifest in art

and literature. I do not pretend that the examples which will be cited here

are by any means exhaustive; they have been selected either to establish

or illustrate a specific point.
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Chapter II

The Religious Tradition: Greece

The first mention of Herakles in Greek literature occurs in the Iliad,

where he is conceived of as a dead hero, bold of spirit (5.639),

strong (2.658), stout-hearted (1)^.321*), and daring (lU.2f?0). The poet

of the Iliad makes no reference to the legend of the apotheosis of Herakles;

the hero is portrayed as a mortal who was eventually forced by fate to yield

to death (18.117-119).

We note a significant alteration in the Greek concept of Herakles

expressed in the Odyssey . It is here that the double tradition of

Herakles as man and god is first recorded in literature (l1.601ff.).

Herakles is the last of the heroes encountered by Odysseus during his visit

to the underworld. The poet of the Odyssey explains, however, that it is

only the phantom, the eidolon , of the hero which remains among the dead.

Herakles himself resides among the immortals on Olympus, married to Hebe.

Guthrie has pointed out, and not without justification, that the fact that

the wraith of Herakles is able to address Odysseus just as are all the others

who have not been translated to Olympus "suggests that there has been an

attempt here to put two stages of tradition together, to explain the new

7
in terms of the old, and that it has not been entirely successful."

This double tradition, the nature of Herakles as a hero-god, persists

throughout Greek and Roman religious belief, ritual, and art. The initial

confusion found in the Iliad and the Odyssey has been resolved by the time

of Hesiod, who relates the unusual instance of a mortal gaining the reward

of immortality on Olympus ( Theog . 9$0-955). l^indar refers to the same

phenomenon in Nemean 1.35-72. By the end of the fifth century B.C., Herakles

is firmly established as both an Olympian and a chthonian, or spirit who

resided within the earth.
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itecords of the cult practices involving Herakles reinforce the

literary accounts of his dual personality. In many places the sacrifices

to Herakles combined elements of the ritual of god-worship and the ritual

of hero-worship.' Pausanias (2.10.1) notes that the Sikyonians sacrificed

to Herakles the god and Herakles the hero. The inhabitants of the island

of Kos burned a sheep in the evening as the hero's offering and the next

morning sacrificed a bull as the god's offering. According to inscriptions

and traces of sacrifices found during the excavation of the shrine of

Herakles on Thasos, the same sort of dual sacrifice was also made there.

Herodotus (2.UU) writes of the Greek custom of building two temples and

offering two sacrifices to Herakles: one to the god and one to the hero.

The reasons for Herakles ' ultimate deification do not seem to have

been clear among the Greeks. Some, with Hesiod ( Theog . 950-95&), held that

Herakles reached Olympus through the successful completion of his tasks

on earth. Other traditions contend that the hero's deification was pre-

destined through an agreement between Zeus and Hera (Diod. Sic. U.9.5)

or ensured when, as an infant, Herakles was nursed at Hera's breast (through

a trick of Athena), thus tasting the milk which guaranteed immortality

(Diod. Sic. U.9.6). We shall find that it is the first explanation, that is,

deification through personal merit, which is most significant in Greek

thought as well as in the thought of later periods.

Regardless of the conflicting explanations of it, that the apotheosis

of Herakles was a most important part of the Greek legend is borne out

by the repeated references to it in literature, art, and ritual. At the

end of Sophocles' Trachiniae (1193-1202) we find the hero, suffering horribly

in the poisoned robe given him by Deianira, instructing his son to build

a funeral pyre on which he may meet his death. Apollodorus (2.7.7.) continues
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the story, telling hew Herakles, on the burning pyre, was translated to

heaven through a cloud with a peal of thunder,

Greek vase painters pictured the event somewhat differently. On a

red figure Attic amphora we see Herakles ascending to Olympus in a chariot

driven by Athena, while maidens below extinguish the flames of the funeral

pyre. A scene on another Attic amphora (this one found in a subterranean

shrine at Paestum) depicts the hero mounting the chariot in the presence

of Athena, Apollo and Artemis, and Hermes.

Apparently the translation of Herakles to Olympus was re-enacted

annually by the Greeks in ritual form. Dio Chrysostom (33.U7) mentions

this ritual of building a funeral pyre to commemorate the hero's death

and deification. At the end of his Amores (5u), Lucian also refers to

the burning of a funeral pyre as a reminder of Herakles 1 fate. This ritual

was no gloomy occasion, but rather a festive one (Lucian, Amores 1 ).

Indeed, it is easily understood why the Greeks celebrated, rather

than mourned, the "death" of Herakles. Here is a man who begins life

as a mortal and who, through his life of piety, obedience, and success

(often in the face of divine opposition), achieves immortality after dying

the death of a mortal. The apotheosis of Herakles offered hope to the

Greek common man—and all the more because Herakles was considered closer

1 3
to the ordinary Greek than the other heroes. As Guthrie has noted,

In his bluff good humor, his readiness to help a friend, his common

sense, and his keen delight in the plain man's pleasures (and, we

might add, his frequent blunders^ , he showed himself a kindred spirit

to the ordinary Greek ... The Greeks took him to their hearts and

into their homes.

This is all the more true since Herakles was an exception to the rule

that heroes and chthonioi were local, with their cults restricted to the

area in which they were buried. Herakles 1 tomb was not claimed by any

one section of Greece; consequently he became a universal hero whose cult was



.



found in all areas of the Greek world.

Not only did Herakles overcome his own personal death at the end of

his terrestrial life; the myths surrounding his life on earth are also

full of symbolic victories over death. Kerenyi has made a strong case

for the theory that the traditional twelve labors were actually one long

battle against death:

As a hunter, Herakles did not exterminate ordinary beasts of the
earth, like Orion, nor appear in the role of the lord of the under-
world as a hunter-god; what he hunted was apparently death. He over-
came and caught weird beasts which belonged to gods, even definitely
gods of the underworld. When, after his victory over the Nemean lion,
he laid its skin and head over his own head and shoulders, that which
had formerly, threatened mortals with death became a promise of their
deliverance.

Kerenyi goes on to point out that for the Greeks the lion may have

embodied the idea of death and the underworld since ancient artists often

depicted lions over graves. Moreover, after strangling the lion, the hero

fell into a thirteen-day sleep (cf. the metopes on the Temple of Zeus

at Olympia where the hero is shown still half asleep ). When he awoke

from the sleep that is the brother of death, Herakles put on a crown of

wild celery "like one who came from the grave, for graves were garlanded

17
with this plant." Likewise he emerged victorious over death in his

encounters with the Hydra, sentinel of the entrance to the underworld;

with Kerberos, the man-eating watch dog of Hades; and with the horses of

Diomedes, which fed on human flesh.

In addition to the symbolic contests with death suggested by the

twelve labors, Herakles also emerged victorious from very real battles with

Death. In the Alcestis, Euripides represents the hero actually retrieving

the already dead Alcestis from the grasps of Death by his sheer physical

power. While in the underworld on his quest for Kerberos, Herakles saved

Theseus from Death, again through his mighty power (Apollod. 2.5.12).
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Taking into account the well known legends of Herakles victories

(both symbolic and actual) over death with the supreme victory of

deification and the Greek belief in the ability of dead heroes to aid the

living, it is easy to understand why Herakles came to be regarded as a

benefactor and protector of man. Pindar, for example, prays to Herakles

(Nem. 7.9U-100), stating his belief that the hero-god could come to the

aid of mortals. The Greeks thus took Herakles as their patron, hailing

him as Alexikakos , Averter of Evil (Varro, Ling . 7.82). Diogenes

Laertius (6.50) records an inscription which was calculated to ward off

ghosts placed over the door of a newly-married man's house:

The son of Zeus, the Conqueror dwells hare,
Herakles. Let no evil thing come near.

This introduces another epithet for Herakles which became wide spread:

Herakles is the Glorious Victor, the Conqueror, Kallinikos—and it is

precisely because of his role as Kallinikos that he becomes Alexikakos .

Apollodorus relates (2.6.U) that the first altar built to Herakles

Kallinikos was constructed by Telamon, who had incurred the wrath of the

hero by daring to breach the walls of Troy and enter the besieged city

before Herakles could. This altar to Herakles Kallinikos , then, was an

attempt to appease the hero's anger. The same story is told by Tzetzes

(Schol. on Lycophron U69). According to Tzetzes, however, the altar was

dedicated to Herakles Alexikakos rather than Kallinikos , thus illustrating

how closely related the two epithets were.

Associated with Herakles in his role as Alexikakos and Kallinikos is

the concept of the hero-god as a warder-off of death and disease. In this

capacity he was given the title Keramuntes , i.e. Warder-Off of the fates of

death and diseases. Farnell cites two fifth century vase paintings as

evidence of this role. On one the hero is seen beating with his club an
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ugly little boy, Ker, who represents a deadly bacillus; on the other Herakles

20
chases Geras, the personification of old age.

Out of his nature of Keramuntes evolved yet another role for Herakles

—

that of healer-god. In this connection his cult was often associated with

the healing properties of hot springs and baths (Strab. 9.U.2; Paus. 2.3U.1 ).

Pausanias (°.2ln3) mentions a temple of Herakles in Hyettus in Boeotia

where the sick received cures. Strabo (9«U.13) tells us that the hot waters

which gave Thermopylae its name were honored as sacred to Herakles.

Emerging from the more warlike aspects of the hero's life on earth

and his consistent victories in the face of awesome adversaries, we find

the role of Herakles as the patron of the brave, an aid in battle.

Pausanias (10.13.6) tells us that the Thebans sent to Delphi a statue of

Herakles as a votive offering after they had fought the Sacred War against

the Phocians. The same author (9.11.6), describing a sanctuary of Herakles

at Thebes, notes that Thrasybulus and the Athenians, after putting down

the Tyranny of the Thirty (U03 B.C.), dedicated there colossal statues of

both Athena and Herakles, presumably aids in battle.

Associated with that same sanctuary were a gymnasium and race course,

both named after Herakles (Paus. 9.11.7). This introduces another aspect

of the hero-god—i.e. his role as patron of athletic contests. It would

seem only natural that a hero famous for his physical strength and known

as Kallinikos would be adopted by Greek athletes as their patron. Yet there

is another explanation. As Pindar tells us in Olympian 3 (and others;

cf. 01. 2. 3. and CI. 6.68), Herakles was the acknowledged founder of the

Olympic games, bringing the olive tree to the site to be used for shade and

the victory wreath. Hence vie find the cult of Herakles closely associated

with athletics throughout the Greek world: in Messenia (Paus. U. 32.1 ), in

Corinth (Paus. 2.10.7), at Thebes (Paus. 9.11.6), at Elis (Paus. 6.23.5).





In Athens there was a gymnasium called kynosar^es for the base born

who could not frequent the citizens 1 gymnasium; this was dedicated to

21
Herakles, himself a bastard.

Only one aspect of the Greek hero-god's character remains to be

discussed here—the more peaceful character of Herakles, In the fifth

century B.C. a few monuments depict Herakles with a horn of plenty. A

fifth century Attic coin shows the hero carrying the customary club and

a cornucopia; a votive relief from fifth century Thebes shows Herakles

22
receiving the horn of plenty from Hades-Flouton. He was worshipped by

23
the Pythagoreans as the power of nature or growth (he dunamis tes phuseds j.

This association with the fertility of the land has several possible sources.

The chthonioi were usually connected with the fertility of the land, and

it might be supposed that this peaceful role of Herakles grew out of his

aboriginal chthonian nature. Or again, the legends of Herakles 1 life,

death, and rebirth into Olympus suggest the rebirth of the seasons

connected with growth j indeed, we have seen that the cult of Herakles, with

its commemorative funeral pyre, emphasized this renewal of life. Farnell

rejects these theories, contending that the peaceful role of Herakles as

god of crops is "the end of a civilizing development, not the survival of

aboriginal function." After all, it was the legendary Herakles who, as

civilizer (see below, 21 ) cleared the face of the earth of threats to

civilized life and made possible more peaceful pursuits, such as agriculture.

Whatever the reasons for it (and I am not convinced that a satisfactory

explanation has yet been offered), the fact remains that there was a peaceful

side to the Greek concept of Herakles,

We have seen, then, that by the time Greek civilization came into

contact with life in Italy, the cult and concept of Herakles was already

quite complex, offering a broad range of appeal to men in many different

walks of life.





Chapter III

The Religious Tradition: Rome

The legendary arrival of Hercules on Italian soil is chronicled by

Virgil (Aen. 8.102ff. ), Ovid ( Fast . 1.£U3ff.), Propertius (U.9), and

Livy (1.7.3-15). All four accounts are in agreement as to the general

outline of the story. Hercules, driving the cattle of Geryon back to

Greece, stopped by the Tiber to rest. While he was asleep, Cacus, the

local man-eating monster, stole part of the herd. The hero, upon awakening

and discovering the theft, besieged the cave of Cacus, eventually killing

the monster and retrieving the stolen cattle. Hercules then established

the Ara Maxima at the foot of the Palatine in the Forum Boarium to

commemorate his victory, appointing members of the Potitian and Pinarian

houses as the first priests. Strabo (5>.3.3) testifies that the cult thus

established was according to the Greek, rather than Latin, rite. This, of

course, all took place during the earliest days of the colony which was

to become Rome. According to Livy, Virgil, and Ovid, it was during the

time when Evander held sway over the territory.

The cult of Hercules centering around the Ara Maxima and a smaller,

round temple of Hercules Victor in the Forum Boarium was immediately and

thoroughly assimilated into Roman religious belief. As proof of this

we find that the Ara Maxima was incorporated in the area of Rome inclosed

by the pomerium (Tac. 12.2U). If the early Romans had considered this

cult to be an alien one, it is very doubtful that the earliest cult center

would have been located within the sacred boundary of the city.

The Hercules of the Forum Boarium is radically different from the

Greek counterpart. It was at the Ara Maxima Herculis Invicti that oaths

were taken and vows made (Dion. Hal. 1.U0.6); here also tithes of first

fruits (profanata ) were offered to Hercules (Varro, Ling . 6.5>U). We find

10
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in the center of Rome not the Greek Herakles, but a quite different

deity—a patron of merchants and commerce to whom traders sacrificed before

beginning a long journey; a deity in whose care were placed commercial

enterprise, fair exchange, correct weights, and solemn oaths.

This unexpected nature of the god leads one to question the actual,

rather than legendary, arrival of Hercules in Italy. As Fowler points out,

it is highly improbable that if Hercules had come to Home directly from

Greece his altar would have been accepted within the pomerium." It is

more probable that his transmission to Rome was made in a series of small

steps, perhaps by way of Greek traders from Campania and Magna Graecia

27
pushing their way northward. Rose points out that the Forum Boarium

must certainly have been a busy trading post early in Italian history and,

since many different peoples would have met there, a universally recognized

god was a necessity:

Herakles' adventures had won him the reputation of a great traveller,

and it seems to have been thought that he would have a fellow-feeling

even for less warlike and powerful wanderers than himself, the mer-

chants who went up and down the country in early times. Also, he had
a great reputation for averting evil of all kinds, as in his earthing
life he had rid the world of many formidable beings who plagued it.

We see that the actual origin of the cult at the Ara Maxima and the

Romans * mythological explanation of those origins are two quite different

matters. It should be noted that the mythological explanations provided

by Livy, Virgil, Ovid, and Propertius were offered centuries after the

institution of the cult of Hercules in Rome. Consequently the Hercules of

the literature concerning the cult at the Ara Maxima is not the actual

Hercules worshipped at the Ara Maxima. The Hercules of literature is the

Greek superman-hero-god, passing through Italy during the course of one

of his Greek labors. The Hercules of the Ara Maxima, purportedly the same

historical character, is in fact a thoroughly Romanized patron deity of
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commerce. As Fowler has pointed out, the myths developed as an attempt

to explain cult practices which had their origins in pre-literate Rome,

not as an attempt to record actual historical fact.

This dual personality, the Hercules of literature and the Hercules of

cult, persists throughout Roman history. The Hercules of literature is

most often the Greek Herakles, surrounded by the Greek mythology built up

around his life. As we shall see later, the Hercules of cult is an Italian

god whose character does not correspond exactly to the Greek prototype.

I make this distinction not simply for the sake of pedantry, but because

the dichotomy apparently existed in the Roman mind. We shall concern

ourselves for the moment primarily with the Hercules of cult and the

literature dealing specifically with that cult, for this is the Hercules

who lived in Roman religious belief. The Greek Herakles who appears in

Latin literature is a ghost of the once vital folk hero, used now only as

a literary device.

Now let us examine the changes we find in the Latin Hercules and the

reasons for them. We have already seen that in the Forum Boarium cult

(as well as elsewhere in Italy ) Hercules emerges as a patron of trade,

fair play in commerce, and sacrosanct vows. In part this role evolved

because there was a need, a vacant post if you will, for just such a deity.

In investigating the reasons for the selection of Hercules (certainly a

less likely choice than, for instance, Hermes), we must consider the factor

of contamination of the character of a Greek god when it comes into contact

with foreign deities.

Taking into account the strong eclectic tendencies of the Roman

people while at the same time considering that their religious needs differed

from those of the Greeks, it is not surprising to find that Herakles is

borrowed; : it is no more surprising, however, to find that his Greek nature
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does not survive the borrowing process without some distortion. As Agard

has well said, "After Rome conquered Greece and was in turn conquered

by the religion of her military victim she grafted on her own slender

31
mythological stock the rich Greek growth." In the case of Hercules,

we might say that Agard' s "rich Greek growth" is relegated to a position

of secondary importance in the vigorous Latin tradition.

Let us now continue to examine the Latin religious concept of Hercules

in the light of foreign contamination. The question of the origin of all

phases of the Hercules cult in Italy is still being disputed by scholars,

and I have no intention of attempting to solve the problem here. I do not

find it necessary, for the purposes of this thesis, to determine to exactly

what degree the nature of the original Greek Herakles was altered by Italian,

Phoenician, and Etruscan contacts. That each of these three sources was of

some importance in determining the nature of the Koman Hercules is, as we

shall see, probable.

The Ara Maxima's Hercules as patron of trade and commerce may well

have evolved from early contact with the Phoenician god of a similar nature,

Melcart. Pausanias ($.25.12), Arrian (Anab . 2.16), Diodorus Siculus (5.20.2

and 20.1U.1 ), and Nonnos (U0.36°) all identify Hercules with Melcart.

Arrian tells us (Anab . 2.16) that the temple to Hercules at Tyre was not

dedicated to the Argive son of Alcmena. This, rather, was an earlier cult

as was the cult of Hercules at Tartessus. Here, according to Arrian, the

Iberians worshipped the Tyrian Hercules; both the temple and the ritual there

were of the Phoenician style. Indeed, it seems only too logical that the

Phoenicians, with their extensive trading activity, would have played an

important role in transporting gods as well as goods.

Fowler presents a very attractive theory which would seem to substantiate
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the role played by Phoenician traders in the development of the Italian

32
Hercules 1 character. According to this theory, the Hercules-Cacus myth

was brought by Phoenician traders to the Tiber from Sicily by way of

Cyprus. The argument is based on a scene of Cacus dragging Hercules' cattle

by the tail on a painted vase from Sicily. The only other places the Hercules-

Cacus myth appears are areas open to trade, further substantiating this

hypothesis. The problem has by no means been resolved: a trace of the myth

has been found on an inscription from the Greek colony of Tibur and a fragment

of Gellius gives a story which connects Hercules and Cacus with Campania,

33
Etruia, and the East, further complicating the search for origins. Since

our consideration is the "what" rather than the "whence" of Hercules'

nature, let it suffice to say here that the Phoenicians seem to have played

a part in both transforming (through contamination with Melcart) and

transporting Herakles-Hercules throughout the Mediterranean area.

A great quantity of literature has been published concerning the Italian

origin of Hercules' nature and, specifically, his identification with an old

and obscure Italian deity, Semo-Sancus-Dius Fidius. This subject is not

limited to modern scholarship, but goes back at least as far as Varro who

reports (Ling . 5.66) that Aelius said that Dius Fidius was the son of Diovis,

or "Sancus" in the Sabine tongue, or Hercules in Greek. In some respects it

is a pity that modern scholars did not simply read Varro and leave it at

that, for much of the early agonizing over this problem of identity has been

invalidated by later research and the whole question seems no closer to reso-

T
j

lution now than it was in Varro 's day. Be that as it may, a case can be

made in favor of a certain (if not overwhelming) degree of Italian

contamination. Leaving aside the more esdfceric aspects of the question,

the fact remains that Varro has identified Hercules with Dius Fidius or
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Serao Sancus, a "genuine old Italian religious conception" involved with

man's religious obligations to his fellow man when under oath or contract.

This conception had disappeared in historical times and may well have surfaced

again in the form of Hercules, the guardian of oaths and contract, liein-

forcing Varro's testimony is the fact that Romans used the oaths me dius

37fidius and me hercule in essentially the same way.

In spite of a strongly Romanized character, Hercules retained some

of his original Greek aspects, the most easily identifiable one of which

is his role as patron of the brave, whether in war or athletics. There is

very little question that this Hercules is the same Greek hero-god involved

in the extermination of Cacus. There is no trace in his nature of Melcart or

Dius Fidius-Semo Sancus. In this aspect of his nature we see most distinctly

the relationship of Herakles and Hercules.

We find in Latin literature evidence of the Romans looking to Hercules

as an aid in battle. Virgil tells us (Aen. 8.5U2) that just before the

Italian War is to begin, Aeneas lights the fires on the altars to Hercules.

As Pallas prepares to meet Turnus in man-to-man combat (Verg. Aen . 10.U60ff. ),

he calls on Hercules to aid him in battle, reminding the god of the hospitality

shown to him by Evander.

It seems that historical Romans, as well as legendary figures, may

have regarded Hercules as a patron in battle. Livy (10.1 8.1 U) mentions

Volumnius praying to Hercules for success in battle in 296 B.C. and later

(21.21.9) records the fact that Hannibal, in 218 B.C., went to Gades to

discharge previous vows to Hercules and to make new ones to ensure success in

battle. Gades was a Tyrian colony and the temple there was originally a

Tyrian temple to Melcart. By 218 B.C., however, the distinctions between

Phoenician Melcart and Roman Hercules were irretrievably lost to the Roman

mind.
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Strabo (U.1.H) reports that Quintus Fabius Maxinrus Aemilianus was

victorious in a battle against the Celts which was fought at the point where

the Isar and itfiodanus rivers meet the Cemmenus Mountain. To commemorate the

victory, he built on the location of the battle two temples: one to Area,

the other to Hercules.

This role of patron in battle no doubt evolved from the Alexikakos -

Kallinikos reputation of the Greek hero-god and his concommitant Greek role

of protector in battle. The same holds true for the Koman character of

Hercules, patron of the brave in athletics. Of particular interest here are

records of the existence of a now lost Aedes Herculis Custodis located near

the Circus Flaminius. Ovid ( Fast. 6.209-212) tells us that the temple,

apparently commanded by the Sibyl, was connected with part of the Circus

protected "Custode ... Hercule." The cult at this aedes was the Greek

op
cult of Alexikakos , reinforcing the theory that this particular aspect of

Hercules was Greek in origin.

A similar, round temple dedicated to Hercules Victor (we do not know

whether this is the Victor of war or athletics ) was located in the Forum

Boarium near the Circus Maximus. This aedes was located somei<ihere to the

northeast of the Ara Maxima and may have been connected with the Ara in cult

practice. A gilded bronze cult image of Hercules was found in this

vicinity in the fifteenth century when the remains of a round temple (which

may have been the aedes in question here) were being removed. This colossal

statue is without doubt the Hercules Victor of mighty strength. The god is

represented as a magnificently muscled nude in his powerful prime of life.

He holds his club in one hand, the apples of the Hesperides in the other.

Further evidence of the Greek nature of the Hercules Victor cult is

provided by the Scriptores Historiae Augustae (Alex . Sev . 35-U) where an
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ASQn Herculeus is reported to have been held in Home in the third century A.D.

Presumably an athletic contest, the Agon was held in honor of Alexander the

Great, thus reinforcing the connection between the Greek and Roman cults of

Hercules Victor,

Somewhat surprising at first glance is Hercules' connection with the

Muses. In fact, taking into account Hercules' vigorous life of action and

success through physical strength, he seems an unlikely candidate for a com-

panion of the gentle Muses, Yet in Ovid ( Fast , 6.811-12) we find Hercules

docilely seated among the Muses playing a lyre. We know from the marble plan

of the city of Rome that there was a temple there to Hercules and the Muses,

the Aedes Herculis Musarum , It was located in the Circo Flaminio northwest of

the porticus Octaviae and dated back to the second century B.C. The story is

that this aedes was erected by Fulvius Nobilior, probably after his triumph in

187 B.C., because he had learned in Greece that Hercules was a musagetes ,

or leader of the Muses, along with Apollo, (Cic. Arch . 27). A statue of

Melpomene, Muse of tragedy, dating from the third or second century B.C. and

) ?
today in the Terme Museum, Rome, represents the Muse carrying a mask of

Hercules clothed in the lion's skin. A pagan sarcophagus today in the

Palazzo Torlonia, Rome, depicts Hercules with the Muses and Apollo, who carries

his lyre.

The mythical explanation for the connection between Hercules and the Muses

is meager at best. However, a consideration of the actual long term goals

achieved by the Muses and Hercules may shed some light on the matter. Both

Hercules and the Muses were, in the final analysis, instruments of civilization.

Herakles-Hercules made the world safe for civilization by eliminating a variety

of dangerous monsters; the Muses exerted their civilizing influences on the

minds of men.



.
.
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Cicero suggests this association of Hercules and the Muses:

All these were great men; earlier still the men who discovered the
fruits of the earth, raiment, dwellings, an ordered way of life,
protection against wild creatures—men under whose civilizing influence
we have gradually passedion from the indispensable handicrafts to the
finer arts (Tusc . 1.25).

Panofsky, in an excellent discussion of the iconography of ancient sarcophagus

relief, explains that the Muses are often represented on tombs because "the

ancients believed that intellectual achievement bestowed immortality in a

literal rather than a figurative sense." Taking this theory one step

further, he continues, "Indirectly, or metaphorically, the same idea could

be conveyed by such familiar symbols as the slaying of wild beasts. ..."

Here we have, then, the Muses and Hercules juxtaposed by virtue of the

fact that they were considered immortal because of their civilizing

influences.

Two final roles of the Roman Hercules have yet to be explained satis-

factorily. The first of these is the Hercules of the lectisternium and

the second, the Hercules Cubans.

We learn from Livy (5.13) that Hercules was one of the six deities in-

cluded in the first Roman lectisternium , ordered ca. 397 B.C. by the Sibylline

books in order to end a pestilence. Hercules appears again in a later

lectisternium in 218 B.C. (Livy 21.62) when several unexplainable prodigies

were observed in Rome. The most logical explanation of Hercules' partici-

pation in the lectisternium (and one which will have to suffice for this thesis)

is that it was a result of the hero's nature as Alexikakos . Although

originally a Greek concept, the Herakles Alexikakos , as has already been

demonstrated (see above, 16), was a familiar concept to the Romans and, in

fact, a very practical one. It seems only logical that the Hercules known as

Victor and Averter of Evil should be invoked by the Romans in times of need.
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The other role of Hercules which has yet to be clearly defined is

that of Hercules Cubans . The Regionary Catalogue ( regio II4) mentions

a monument to Hercules Cubans on the right bank of the Tiber which has

been identified in modern times with a small shrine cut into the tufa rock

)i7
within the Horti Caesaris, which were dedicated to Hercules. A roughly-

carved tufa statuette of Hercules reclining at a table was discovered on

this site in 1889 and is now in the Terme Museum, Rome. Also found in the

same sanctuary were seven busts of charioteers, set on hermae.

The presence of the charioteers in this small shrine may point to

Hercules in his role as patron of athletic contests, but the statuette of

Hercules Cubans seems to be in another tradition altogether, a tradition

which originated in Greek comedy and art. Martial (9.U3 and 9.hh)

describes a statue attributed to Lysippus of Hercules reclining at a banquet

of the gods, club in one hand, wine in the other. We find the same Hercules,

here Herakles, depicted reclining at table on a red figure phylax vase

U9
from a fourth century B.C. Paestan studio. Herakles is shown here as an

actor (the raised stage is carefully recorded) and it is clear that this

tradition has its roots in the popular Greek satyr plays in which Herakles

often assumes the role of glutton or drunkard.

It is difficult, with the lack of literary sources (the ReKionary

Catalogue is the only one), to establish precisely what role of Hercules

the patron and sculptor of the Hercules Cubans shrine had in mind. This may

be a case of a later artist following an earlier pictorial tradition (we

know from the Martial passages that at least the pictorial tradition had been

transported to Rome), without regard for—or even knowledge of—the

textual tradition.

Looking back over the development of Hercules within the religious
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tradition, we find that the concept of the hero-god was never a static or

simple one. His nature was complex, thus offering great appeal to great

numbers of people. When the Greek god was transported to Italy his nature

became even more complex as elements of Italian, Phoenician, and Etruscan

deities were assimilated into the Greek concept, thus assuring the survival of

the foreign god in new territory.





Chapter IV

The Historical Tradition

In the historical tradition the pagan gods take their place in the

secular affairs of men—both as precursors of civilization and as founders of

dynasties.

Many of the myths surrounding the traditional twelve labors of the

Greek Herakles point to his function of civilizing the world. He overcame

and eliminated dangerous beasts, thus clearing the earth of threats to

civilized life. His labors made him a world traveller; as a result he

blazed trails to the ends of the known world—the Pillars of Herakles, or

what are today the Straits of Gibraltar. He established the Olympic games,

a civilized, peaceful event which brought Greeks together every four years.

Greeks as early as Hesiod recognized the importance of this aspect of

the god. That poet relates that Herakles was designed by Zeus to be a

protector against destruction for mortal man (Scut . 27-29), Pindar continues

in this tradition, crediting Herakles with the feat of subduing the previously

unknown sea for future generations of sailors (Isthm, U, 52-60 ),

Dio Chrysostora, writing #Mft centuries after Pindar, hails Herakles as

the deliverer of the world, not because of the beasts he killed, but because

of the tyrants he conquered (Or. 1.8U). In Dio's account Herakles is

sanctioned as deliverer of the world by Zeus only after demonstrating his

desire to lead a virtuous life (see below, 3£). We find Dio stressing here

a military-political aspect of Herakles which in pre-Hellenistic Greek

thought was not as important as the beast-slayer aspect. This is easily

explained if one considers that, as Agard has noted, heroic legends served,

at least in part, a peoples' psychological needs for confidence; the ways

of regarding the heroes quite naturally changed as the concept of a hero

changed. Thus we find Pindar's Herakles-Civilizer to be a husky peasant

21
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hero, who cleared the world of bestial threats. Dio Chrysostom, living

in a society where the threats were most often of a human nature, depicts

a different Herakles-Civilizer—one who attacked the more subtle threats

of tyranny.

In Rome, too, Hercules emerges as a civilizing force. To the Greek

civilizing legends which they assimilated, the Romans added a couple of

their own. One of these Roman legends involves the traditional Roman

ritual of throwing rush effiges of men (called Argei ) into the Tiber once

a year. Nobody, ancient or modern, has explained the origin of this

custom satisfactorily, but Ovid ( Fast . 5.621-622) offers one inter-

pretation which is of particular interest to us. According to this

explanation, before Hercules came to Italy humans were being tossed into

the river annually as an obligatory sacrifice to Saturn. It was Hercules

who, when passing through the neighborhood, instituted the custom of

substituting straw dummies for humans, thus preserving human life,

appeasing Saturn, and advancing the cause of civilization into the

bargain.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus provides us with another Roman aspect of

Hercules as Clvilizer. According to this author O.I4.I), Hercules was the

greatest commander of his time: he marched through Italy at the head of

a great army, establishing peace, order, and justice wherever he went.

(In this version of the legend Evander is represented as a leader in

Hercules' army!) The fact that this garbled version of the myth was

apparently fabricated by Dionysius makes it no less interesting to us.

Another role played by Herakles-Hercules in the historical tradition is

that of founder of dynasties. It was generally agreed in antiquity (Hdt. 6.52.1

)

that the immediate descendants of Herakles vanished from the Peloponnesus.

The return of later descendants of the same line was connected with the
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arrival of the Dorians in Sparta; as a result, subsequent Spartan kings

traced their lineage to the great warrior-hero. The Macedonian monarchs

traced their lineage to Herakles (Curt. U.2.3) and as part of their regalia

wore lion's skins over their heads (Const. Porph. de praefecturis 2). Arrian

(Anab. 1;.10) tells us that Alexander the Great was a son of Herakles. Later

in the same work (Anab . 5.26) we find Alexander in addressing his troops

referring to Herakles as "our forefather" and noting that it was through his

labors that Herakles achieved fame and eventually god-hood. Alexander and

his Macedonian predecessors represented the figure of Herakles of their coins}

in fact, the types of Alexander's coinage were uniform and the head of

Herakles, helmeted in the lion's skin, appears on all his silver coins.

On a sarcophagus of Sidon, Alexander is depicted wearing a lion's skin helmet.

In Italy as well as in Greece we find Hercules hailed as progenitor or

forefather. We learn from Virgil (Aen. 7.656-669) that Hercules, driving

the cattle of Geryon through Italy, slept with the priestess Rhea, and thus

fathered Aventinus. We meet Aventinus in the Italian ranks at the beginning

of the war between Trojans and Italians; he goes to battle on foot, clothed

in a lion's skin, his shield depicting the Hydra surrounded by serpents.

Propertius (U.10.7) tells us of another warrior-descendant of Hercules

—

Acron, chief of the Caeninenses. In the war with the Romans which resulted

from the rape of the Sabines, Acron was slain by Romulus.

Hercules was held to be the legendary founder of the Fabian gens ; thus

we find his image depicted on coins struck in 269 when C. Fabius was consul.

The most significant Latin descendant of Hercules was Anton, from whom the

Antonii claimed descent. When Antony was to appear in public, he simulated

the garb and appearance of his great ancestor by girding his tunic low

around his waist and wearing a broadsword at his side and a lon^, coarse
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mantle around his shoulders (Plut. Vit . Ant. U).

Even if they could not claim descent from the great hero, Greeks and

Romans with pretensions of or aspirations to fame sought to identify themselves

with Herakles-Hercules. Athenaeus (7.290ff.) relates how one Themison of

Cyprus, a favorite of king Antiochus, was worshipped as Herakles-Themison.

While sacrifices were being offered to him, he wore a lion's skin and carried

a Scythian bow and club. Diodorus Siculus O6.I4I4..3) mentions an Argive

general, Nicostratus, who was sent to aid the Persians in a campaign against

the Egyptians in 351 B.C. Nicostratus, who excelled in strength according to

Diodorus, went to battle wearing a lion's skin and armed with a club. (Diodorus

adds almost as an after-thought—and one that might well occur to us too

—

that Nicostratus was mad.

)

In Rome the practice of emulating Hercules was wide-spread, almost to

the point of being an obsession with some of the emperors. As Alexikakos

Hercules became the patron of the Caesars; in his role of Civilizer and

57
Kallinikos he became the model of the Caesars in battle. In an ode

( Carm. U.5>) glorifying Augustus and his accomplishments, Horace compares the

veneration accorded to Augustus by the Romans with that paid to Herakles by

the Greeks. In a more explicit comparison, Horace ( Carm. 3.1 h) likens

Augustus, returning victorious from a campaign in Spain, to Hercules. Both

Augustus and Hercules had travelled to Spain in the line of duty (Hercules,

it will be remembered, to bring back the cattle of Geryon), ignoring the

dangers involved in their missions. We find here (l.U) Hercules' epithet

of Victor transferred to Augustus.

Martial (9.6U and 9.65) mentions the dedication of a temple of Hercun.es

on the Latin Way by Domitian. Included in this temple was a statue of

Hercules with the features of Domitian. In another epigram referring to the
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same statue, Martial mocks Domitian,

Herculeum tantis numen non sufficit actis
Tarpeio deus hie commodet ora patri (9.101 .23-2U).

Commodus is probably the most famous Roman imitator of Hercules, and with

reason, for he took pains to associate himself with the hero at every

opportunity. After slaying wild beasts in the amphitheatre at Lanuvium,

Commodus was hailed as "Romanus Hercules" (S.H.A. Comm. 8.5). The Roman

Senate reaffirmed the propriety of this by giving Commodus the name Hercules

and recognizing him as a god (S.H.A. Comm . 8.9). Commodus was also called

!'Romanus Hercules" in inscriptions (Dessau, UOO) and was represented as

HO
Hercules on coins. A private cult of Hercules rusticus was established on

the emperor's private estate (S.H.A. Comm. 1 0.9)5 tne month of August was

renamed Commodus and September, Hercules (S.H.A. Comm. 11.8); Commodus had the

lion's skin and club carried before him in the streets (Dio Chrys. 72,17.U).

As if all this were not enough, Commodus also allowed statues of him-

self to be erected "in Herculis habitu" (S.H.A. Comm. 9.2). One such statue

may be seen today in the Capitoline Museum, Rome. In this portrait bust

the emperor has had his face represented accurately and then surrounded the

bust with the attributes of Hercules: he wears the lion's skin helmet, carries

the club in one hand and the apples of the Hesperides in the other. Thus the

virtues and honors due to Hercules were assumed by the emperor,

Caracalla was slightly more hesitant than Commodus in identifying with

Hercules. Some of his followers began to call him Hercules after he had

killed a lion and other wild beasts, but Caracalla modestly refused to let

the practice continue (S.H.A. Carac . 5.5). Eventually, however, Caracalla too

succumbed to the temptation of allying himself with such a venerated hero,

writing to his friends that he had attained the prowess of Hercules (S.H.A.

Carac . 5.9). We find a figure of Hercules (a copy of the "Hercules Farnese")
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on a composite capital from the Baths of Caracalla, perhaps uniting the

themes of Hercules, the patron of athletics and Hercules, the patron of

Caracalla.

Maximian was also sometimes called Hercules because of his great strength

(S.H.A. Max. 6.9). This identification is supported by the triclinium

mosaics at Piazza Armerina (generally agreed to be the location of

Maximian' s hunting lodge) which depict the labors of Hercules. Maximian also

had Hercules depicted on the aurei issued between 296 and 309.

Dio (b'9«26) tells us that Caligula sometimes pretended to be Hercules.

We also know (on the evidence of coins and medals) that Hadrian, Septimius

Severus, Gallienus, Postumus, and Probus all identified to some degree with

Hercules.

In short, it seems safe to say that Hercules had wide appeal for the

iioraan emperors. This was due in part to his extraordinary strength, fear-

lessness in combat, and successful life. However, the most attractive aspect

of the hero to emperors who were convinced of their own divinity was the

fact that Hercules, after completing a successful life on earth, was made an

immortal god.

We see, then, that Herakles-Hercules played a part in the secular history

as well as in the religious or mythological history of the ancient world.

He is also given a place in the historical tradition in the Christian

milieu. However, before we examine the survival of Hercules in the Christian-

medieval period (A.D. 1-1U00), a few general remarks are in order.

The years 300 to !?00 saw the emergence of Christianity as the dominant

religion of the old classical world. This immediately caused serious

problems of survival for the old pagan deities. An oversimplified view of

the fate of the pagan gods between the years 300 and 11*00 teaches that the
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pagan deities were completely abandoned, not to reappear until the dawn of

the Renaissance. In actual fact, during the millennium preceding the

Renaissance, pagan myths were known and, indeed, appreciated by Christian

scholars and men of culture. Furthermore, it was these scholars and cultured

individuals who were the patrons of Christian literature and pictorial arts

through which the classical heritage was preserved.

As Panofsky has pointed out, "The Middle Ages accepted and developed rather

than studied and restored the heritage of the past." Furthermore, he

continues, "No medieval man could see the civilization of antiquity as a I

phenomenon complete in itself and historically detached from the contemporary

6£
world." The rebirth of the Renaissance, then, was not a rebirth of the

classics, but a rebirth of a secular attitude to the classics.

One further point must be made here. Since this thesis deals with the

survival of Hercules, it must be noted that numerous medieval Christian

writers (e.g. Saint Augustine, Saint Justin Martyr) denounced Hercules and

all his pagan contemporaries as frauds, the result of pagan misconceptions,

or wicked demons. The fact that these writers mentioned the pagan gods and

mythology, albeit in quite an unfavorable light, served to keep the legends

of those gods alive. We shall disregard these rather negative modes of

survival and concentrate here on the more positive aspects of the situation.

Agard provides us with the following useful synopsis of the means of

survival of the pagan gods in the Middle Ages. Ancient representations of

classical myths, gods, and heroes were still visible in the Middle Ages;

classical reliefs were used to decorate Christian churches; antique buildings

and arches with classical reliefs still stood; abbeys and monasteries preserved

collections of antique gems and coins. Moralized or allegorized interpretations

of the myths dating from late classical times made these same myths acceptable
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to Christian authors (this is the "moral tradition," to be discussed later).

A wide-spread belief in astrology (the "physical tradition," not to be

discussed in this thesis) perpetuated the use of classical personifications

of planets, constellations, and signs of the zodiac. The classical heroes,

especially those of the Trojan saga, were popular because of the medieval

interest in ancient warfare as evidenced, for example, in the Roman de Troie

(in the "historical tradition"). Finally, the system of education in the

monasteries helped preserve the classics.

Now let us continue in our consideration of the survival of Hercules

in the Christian era within the framework of the historical tradition. As we

have just noted, stories of ancient warfare were popular during the Middle

Ages. This is particularly true of France where, in the popular encyclo-

pedias of the thirteenth century, valiant military leaders appear whose names

are Alexander, Caesar, Jason, or Hercules. There is no evidence here of

belief in descent from Hercules; rather, medieval captains apparently recognized

the Kallinikos nature of Hercules and sought to identify with it. This is

simply the continuation and extension of a popular classical practice.

The Hercules as civilizing force also appears in the Middle Ages. We

find him represented in this role in the lowest zone of bas-reliefs on the

Duomo Campanile in Florence. The relief, by Andrea Pisano (1 270-1 3U8),

depicts Hercules victorious over Cacus. The hero is shown garbed in the

traditional lion's skin and otherwise nude, leaning on his club; at his feet

lies the dead Cacus, his body half concealed in his cave. This relief of

Hercules is part of a series which includes the world's first horseman, the

first navigator, Daedalus (who first conquered the air), Euclid and Pythagoras

(early mathematicians), and Orpheus (father of poetry). Seznec is quite

right in interpreting this series as "the personages of Fable viewed expressly
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as inventors of arts and skills." Hercules is included among these pre-

cursors of civilization in his role of slayer of Cacus, a barbaric threat to

mankind.

According to legend, Seznec tells us, Hercules was regarded as the

protector and symbol of Florence in the Middle Ages. The words "Herculea clava

domat Fiorentia prava" appeared on the seals of the Signoria from the end of

71
the thirteenth century. This is within the classical tradition of viewing

Hercules as a forefather and therefore a patron deity. Vie may find another

aspect of Hercules within the historical tradition—that of legislator

—

more startling; yet Brunetto Latini, a thirteenth century Florentine writer

and politician, in his Book of the Treasure , includes Hercules in a list of

72
early legislators such as Moses, Solon, Lycurgus, and Numa Pompilius. No

doubt this new function of Hercules is a result of his classical function

of civilizer, interpreted in the Suhemeristic tradition (see below, 30f .).

Hercules, then, retained a tenuous foot- hold within the historical

tradition in the Christian era up to the fifteenth century. As we shall see,

his Dosition within the moral tradition in the Middle Ages was far more secure.





Chapter V

The Euhemeristic Tradition

Around 300 B.C. Euhemerus of Messene advanced his theory that the gods

had once been mortal men who had subsequently been deified and about whom

had evolved a corpus of mythology and legend. The intellectual atmosphere

in the Graeco-Roman world of the third century B.C. was such that Euhemerus 1

anthropological theory of the Olympians was well-received. Aristotle and

the Stoics had already recognized an element of the divine in the mortal

soul j the career of Alexander the Great and his veneration in India had re-

73
inforced this idea.

Cicero echoes the Euhemeristic theory of the origin of the gods when he

tells us (Nat . D. 2.2U) that the divine nature of Hercules may be attributed

to the fact that during his terrestrial life he was a benefactor of mankind.

Elsewhere ( Off . 3.5) Cicero recommends that men seek to emulate Hercules and

strive to aid mankind on the grounds that, according to popular belief,

Hercules attained god-hood through his efforts to save the world.

Diodorus Siculus reflects the same theory when he writes (1 .U) that

Hercules willingly submitted to his trials on earth in order to benefit man-

kind and thereby gain immortality. Horace ( Carm . 3.3) maintains that

Hercules, through his constancy and tenacity of purpose, "arces attigit igneas"

(l. 9) where Augustus would one day recline to drink nectar. As has already

been noticed (see above, 2Uff.), Euhemerus 1 anthropological theory of the

gods was custom-made for the Roman emperors who expected to be deified at

some point during or after their lives on earth.

At the beginning of the Christian era Euhemerism was revived and used

by the early Church fathers as a weapon against pagan beliefs. Thus Euhem-

erism was transmitted to the Middle Ages when it became "an auxiliary to

30
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7)

historical research" and a defense or protection for the deities of

antiquity. Once accepted OS mortals, the gods could be assigned a place in

history. We have already seen how Hercules survived within the historical

tradition as a result of Euhemeristic rationale.





Chapter VI

The Moral Tradition: Greece and Rome

The practice of regarding the gods as symbols of universals, as

allegorical figures, and as personifications of natural forces or moral

qualities appears whenever and wherever man is unable to accept a literal

religious belief in his gods. This trend may be traced back as far as the

Greek philosophers. It continued through the Roman period and was used

most extensively during the Christian era after actual religious belief in

the pagan deities had ceased to exist.

Murray has noted that

The Hercules saga is one of the crudest of all Greek myths, the most
savage in its conception of o^O"] , goodness; and perhaps for that
reason it cried aloud for allegorizing interpretations and ended by
being the most ideal and edifying of all.

Isocrates, a sophist of the fourth century B.C. hails Herakles as an

exceptional hero. In his letter to Philip of Macedon, Isocrates writes

(11. 109ff.):

Coming now to Heracles, all others who praise him harp endlessly on

his valour or recount his labours; and not one, either of the poets

or of the historians, will be found to have commemorated his other

excellences— I mean those which pertain to the spirit ... If this

subject had claimed my attention when I was younger, I should have

found it easy to prove that it was more by his wisdom, his lofty
ambition, and his justice than by his strength of body that your ancestor

sumassed all who lived before his day.

This conception of Herakles as the intellectual hero is seen as early

as Pindar and may be attributed to what Routh terms "the desire for a more

"77
pentrating and comprehensive explanation of life and destiny. The idea

that Herakles was something more than a brawny superman established the basis

for his survival within the moral tradition.

Associated with the concept of Hercules as an intellectual hero is the

somewhat unexpected role of Hercules as the patron of oral persuasion or

32
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forensic eloquence. Lucian (Herakles , passim) relates that the Celts

represented Hercules as a bald, wrinkled old man, but with the classic

attributes of lion's skin, club, quiver, and arrows. Furthermore, this

aged Hercules is depicted with delicate chains of gold and amber held in

his mouth; tethered to the chains is a great crowd of men, eagerly following

the hero. Lucian records a Celt's interpretation of this scene:

We Celts do not agree with you Greeks in thinking that Hermes is
Eloquence: we identify Hercules with it, because he is far more
powerful than Hermes. And don't be surprised that he is represented
as an old man, for eloquence and eloquence alone is wont to show its full
vigor in old age ... In general, we consider that the real Herakles
was a wise man who achieved everything by eloquence and applied
persuasion as his principal force. His arrows represented words, I

suppose, keen, sure, and swift, which make their wounds in souls. In
fact, you yourselves admit that words are winged.

This tradition of Hercules as god of eloquence is a rare one, but may

be detected in a few other sources. Isocrates (Address to Philip , 109)

claimed, as we have seen, that Herakles should he venerated for his mental

rather than physical power. Servius (ad Aen . 6.395) writes: "Hercules a

prudentioribus mente magis quam corpore fortis inducitur, adeo ut duodecim

eius labores referri possint ad aliquid." Prudentius writes (Hamartigenia

U01-U03): "Inde canina foro latrat facundia toto, nine gerit Herculeum vilis

sapientia clavam, ostentatque suos vicatim gymnosophistas." This is, admittedly,

an obscure passage, but it might be suggested that, in referring to the clava

Herculea as part of the garb of a philosopher, Prudentius was thinking of

Hercules in his role of intellectual hero.

One of the earliest moralized stories about Herakles is attributed to

Prodicus of Ceos, a sophist of the fifth century B.C. The legend is trans-

mitted to us by Xenophon (Mem . 2. 1.21 -end). Known popularly as the "Hercules

at the Crossroads" or "Choice of Hercules" theme, the anecdote relates how

Herakles, when approaching maturity, withdrew to a quiet place in order to
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decide what course his life would take. He was approached by two beautiful

women: one (Vice) promised the young man an easy life of luxury and

pleasures; the other (Virtue) promised him a life of honor gained through

hard work and noble deeds. After Vice had offered her temptations, Virtue

delivered a short lecture on the right way of life. There the story, as re-

counted by Xenophon, ends ... the implication being, of course, that

Herakles made the right choice.

This legend, with its obvious moral lesson, was summarized for readers

of Latin by Cicero ( Off . 1.32.118). Cicero adds that an experience such as

the crossroads episode would be confined to very special men, e.g. sons of

Jupiter; the average mortal, writes Cicero, must choose his way of life by

himself, without the benefit of a visit from Virtue and Vice.

Another allegory of Hercules' life of virtue is told by Herodorus, a

fifth century logographer from Heraclea Pontica in Boeotia. According to

Herodorus' allegorical interpretation of the legend of Herakles' journey to

the Garden of the Hesperides, the hero was protected by a lion's skin which

represented courage and armed with a club which symbolized philosophy. Thus

fortified by courage and philosophy, Herakles attacked the serpent which

guarded the apples of the Hesperides. The serpent represented the threats
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of passion; the apples, the reward of virtue.

For the Stoics Herakles became "the leading example of self-discipline

fin
and devotion to the common good" which resulted in the reward of

immortality. The Stoics' Herakles was the Herakles of Euripides— the all-

suffering, dedicated hero of tragedy, who was constantly striving to over-

come the limits of mortals. The Stoics idealized their hero to a point where

they could rationalize some of his actions which would have appealed to an

author of satyr plays more than to Euripides. Spictetus, a Stoic philosopher
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of the first and second centuries, provides us with an outstanding

example of this Stoic idealization. He mentions (3.2lu1$) Herakles 1 habit

of marrying, begetting children, and then abandoning his family. The hero

did this, explains Epictetus, because he knew that his family would not be

deserted; the father would care for his wife and children in his absence.

The Cynics, too, adopted Herakles as their pattern—the exemplary hero

who pursued virtue for its own sake. Dio Chrysostom mentions Herakles in his

Eighth Discourse , on Virtue, as a pre-eminent example of the truly noble man,

in single-minded pursuit of virtue, no matter what the cost. In another

Discourse (1 .6U-81±), Dio tells a "Choice of Hercules" story similar to that

of Prodicus. In this version the hero is led to the abodes of Tyranny and

Royalty, personified by women, with Hermes as his guide. After Herakles had

been exposed to the two women, he made the ethically-correct choice and,

according to Dio, spent the remainder of his days exterminating tyranny. It

was due to his role as defender of kingdoms, writes Dio, that Herakles was

hailed as Deliverer of the World.

The moralized concept of Herakles—that of a mortal who, by means of a

virtuous life, gains immortality—is transported to Home where the Stoics'

Hercules becomes the Hercules of Seneca. Cicero cites Hercules as a prime

example of a mortal who wins eternal life as a result of his service to his

fellow man.

We find that Virgil, too, "moralizes" the gods. The inclusion of Hercules

fi1

in the Aeneid (and especially the Hercules-Cacus episode in Book 8 ) calls

to mind so many parallels with Aeneas that a symbolic interpretation cannot

be avoided. The most basic similarity linking Hercules with Aeneas is their

claims to divine parentage—for Hercules, it is Jupiter; for Aeneas, Venus.

Both are travellers and warriors, struggling in the face of divine opposition
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from Juno. Both overcome death symbolically by visiting Hades and then

returning to the realms of the living; both overcome death literally by

their eventual deification. Hercules in his victory over Cacus is seen to

be "a mythological model for both the victory of Aeneas and the triumph of

82
Augustus." We can extend the Hercules-Aeneas symbolism to Augustus, an

emperor who claimed divine parentage through the deified Julius Caesar; who

saw something of the victor over evil and savior of mankind in his own

efforts which led to the Pax Romana; and who wanted to associate himself with

legendary heroes who attained immortality through their good works.





Chapter VII

The Moral Tradition: The Christian Era

That Hercules survived during the early Christian and medieval periods

is due in part to the tendency of classical philosophers and authors to

moralize his pagan nature. In addition, the fact that he was a universal hero

not tied to one particular area in classical times enhanced his chances of

QO
idealization and consequent survival during the Christian era.

Parts of the legends surrounding the life of Hercules were seen by

Christian authors and artists to be prefigurations of Christian truth, or

parallels for Christian virtues, or symbols of universals. In the art of

post-classical times, the Hercules theme was used in a very limited sense

"for illustration by painters and sculptors . • . either as an illustration
Ql

of the appearance of the ancient deities, as decoration, or in moral allegories."

In literature as well as in art it holds true that "There was no savoring of

fttC

the myths for their own intoxicating and dangerous pagan allure."

The nature of Hercules as defender and savior of mankind as well as the

legendary events of his life lent themselves to early Christian moralization.

Consequently it is not surprising to find that in the Middle Ages, particularly

in the moralized editions of Ovid, Hercules is seen as a symbol or image of

Christ. The hero's victory over the Nemean lion was symbolized as the

R7
victory of Christian virtue over pagan pride. Likewise, all of Hercules 1

victories over monsters and other dangerous enemies were interpreted as Christ-

like mastery of earthly evils.

The catalog of similarities between Hercules and Christ is indeed

suggestive. Both were born of a mystical union of an immortal god and a

virgin who was mortal. What Doane has labelled the "myth of the dangerous

QQ

child" has been attached to their childhoods: in the life of Christ this
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myth takes the form of the Slaughter of the Innocents; corresponding to this

is the legend of Hercules and the serpents. Both were hailed as "Savior"

and "Son of God." The legend of Hercules bringing Kerberos up from Hades

and Alcestis back to life from death suggests interesting parallels with

the Christian legend of Christ bringing Adam up from Limbo, Both Christ and

Hercules were considered civilizers of the world and, more important, both

brought the concept of immortality to man. Hercules by his virtuous life

earned the reward of deification; Christ brought the same concept of the

potential divinity of man to the Jewish world.

The salient point in a comparison of Christ and Hercules is their

deaths through which they gained eternal life. Both suffered an agonizing

death which was followed by an assumption into heaven and ultimate apotheosis.

The death of Hercules, in fact, was a popular theme in the later parts of the

89
Middle Ages, particularly in manuscript illuminations. It appears, however,

as early as the Romanesque period. A twelfth century bronze bowl brought up

90
from the bed of the Severn and now in the British Museum, London, shows

Hercules on Mount Oeta, about to be consumed by the flames of his funeral

pyre.

The catacombs located beneath the Via Latina in Rome yield an interesting

example of the role of Hercules the Savior in funerary art of the early

Christian era. At the time of their discovery in 1955 these catacombs

created a sensation because the wall paintings include both Christian and

pagan themes. Dated the middle or second half of the fourth century, the

frescoes in Room N depict scenes from the Hercules myth. These include

representations of Hercules brandishing his club over the multi-headed Hydra,

Hercules confronting the serpent guarding the apples of the Hesperides, and

Hercules with Kerberos presenting Alcestis to Admetus. This last fresco is
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particularly interesting because in it are combined two separate elements of

the Hercules legend: i.e. Hercules' journey to Hades to bring back Kerberos

and Hercules' battle with Death for the life of Alcestis. This synthesis

of two mythological traditions is very revealing. It would seem that what

the artist had in mind was not a narrative of the exploits of a legendary hero;

92
rather, he was interested in portraying Hercules as a victor over Death.

This symbolic interpretation is supported by the themes of the other two

frescoes in Room H. Both the Hydra myth and the apples of the Hesperides

legend are meant to be interpreted as images of salvation. As Grabar has

pointed out, the Hercules theme is included in Christian funerary art be-

93cause it symbolized a divine power working for the salvation of mankind.

That the Hercules motifs of the Via Latina frescoes are an allusion to

Christ the Savior is disputable. The interpretation of the frescoes in

Room N in particular is as yet unresolved due to the fact that these catacombs

contain frescoes of both Christian and pagan themes. Room N may have been

reserved for pagan burials or for a special cult center of Hercules, rather

than for Christians. If this is the case, we must classify the Hercules of

Room N a "prefiguration of Christ" rather than a Christian allegory of Christ.

In any case, it seems safe to say that the Hercules frescoes of the Via Latina

catacombs are meant to be read as an allegory of salvation, whether Christian

or otherwise.

The theory that Hercules served as an allegory of salvation even for

the pagans in the early Christian period is substantiated by the numerous

instances in which he appears on pagan sarcophagi in the second and

third centuries. The reliefs on one such sarcophagus, the "Sarcophagus of

C„ Junius Euhodus and his wife, Metilia Acte"9^ (second century) represent

the myth of Hercules and Alcestis. In the lower register of these reliefs
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we see Alcestis on her death bed. A bearded nude Hercules with the lion's

skin over his arm and the club resting on his shoulder shakes hands with a

man, presumably Admetus. The allegory implied here is the resurrection from

death due to a righteous life: Alcestis, in dying for her husband, epitomizes

a pious life and as a consequence of this, is brought back from the realms

of the dead. A sarcophagus now in the Capitoline Museum, Rome, dated in the

second century, depicts the hero at the gates of Hades with the watch dog,

95
Kerberos. Other sarcophagi, with less explicit allusions to Hercules as

the conqueror of death, depict his various labors. Finally, a third century

sarcophagus in the Terme Museum, Rome, depicts Melpomene among the other

96
Muses holding the mask of tragedy and the club of Hercules. This should

be interpreted as an allusion to immortality achieved through intellectual

achievement and the civilizing influences of heroes such as Hercules (see

above, Panofsky's interpretation, 18).

Although the Hercules-Savior-Christ theme certainly plays a large part

in the survival of the pagan hero-god in the Christian milieu, the moralized

survival of Hercules is by no means confined to so limited an interpretation.

Hercules is also represented as a prefiguration of a wide variety of Christian

truths and virtues.

In the thirteenth century Ghisalberti wrote in his Integumenta Ovidii ,

Such is the spiritual allegory: Hercules is interpreted as the contem-

plative life or as a man following the contemnlative life ... many

monsters did he slay before he overcame many temptations of the flesh

by which he was sore tempted in many ways. He conquered rivers, monsters,

wild beasts, kings, and dominions, that is he overcame troubles, vices,

desires of the flesh and the wealth of the worlds.

If we recall the vigorous life of the Hercules of ancient mythology, we are

hard put to accept this allegorical interpretation. As we have seen, however,

precedents for Ghisalberti ' s allegory were being established as early as the
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fifth century B.C., when Herodorus advanced his allegorical interpretation

of Herakles 1 mission to the Garden of the Hesperides. (see above, 3U)»

Continuing in the allegorical tradition of Herodorus is the Suda, a

Greek lexicon-encyclopedia which appeared ca. 1000. The Suda says,

History reveals him [_HeraklesJ as a philosopher and depicts him wearing
a lion-skin, carrying a club and holding three apples. The myth relates
that he got the three apples by slaying the dragon with his club: i.e.
by conquering the serpent-like reasoning of evil desire by the club of
philosophy, clothed in meditation as in a lion-skin. And thus, having
slain with his club the serpent of desire, he took the three apples, i.e.
the three virtues—Not to be angry, Not to love riches, Not to love
pleasure. By means of the club of philosophy and the lion-skin of bold
and temperate reason heggonquered the poison of evil desire and practised
philosophy until death.

One of the most interesting traditions related to the survival of Hercules

in the Middle Ages concerns the connection of his cult in the Forum

Boarium and the development of the Bocca della Verita. There is an extensive

tradition concerning the Bocca della Verita (or Mouth of Truth) in both art

and literature dating back to the fourteenth century. We are specifically

concerned here with the Bocca which is located today in the portico of Santa

99
Maria in Cosmedin in Rome. This Mouth of Truth is a flat, round stone image

with the features of a face—perhaps the face of a lion—including a large,

open mouth. The earliest known literary reference to the Bocca is found in

a German poen (the author is anonymous) from the beginning of the fourteenth

century which mentions "the statue at Rome which bit off the fingers of adul-

terous women." The legend relates that women accused of adultery were

forced to swear to their chastity while their fingers were placed in the

"mouth" of the stone image. The stone was supposed to bite off the fingers

of any adulteress who lied while under oath. The invention of this ingenious

test was attributed by medieval legend to Virgil.

Spargo has collected an impressive amount of evidence which points to
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a connection between the Bocca tradition and Hercules. He notes that even in

ancient times oaths were taken on stones, and oaths taken on stones with holes

1 01in them were considered especially binding. Spargo considers it significant

that the Bocca has been located on the site of Santa Maria in Gosmedin at

least since the fifteenth century (which is the earliest date for which there

is conclusive evidence) because the church is located on the site of what used

to be the Forum Boarium, the location of Hercules' Ara Maxima, where the most

solemn oaths were sworn.

It is very tempting to associate the Bocca with some aspect of the cult

of Hercules, the patron of oaths and the sanctity of pledges. Many scholars

have succumbed to this temptation (as enumerated by Spargo), arguing that the

Bocca was originally part of the Ara Maxima. Although, for our purposes, this

is a most attractive theory, we must approach it with extreme caution because

of the problems of chronology involved in it. The strength of the argument

that the Bocca was part of the Ara Maxima hinges on the early presence of the

image in the church of Santa Maria in Cosmedin. Some scholars have argued

102
for a placement date as early as 1123, but this is disputable, iith such

shaky chronological evidence and such tenuous connections between the Bocca

and Hercules in both art and literature, it would be foolhardy, without further

evidence, to press the point. The entire subject remains an enigma and was

introduced here primarily as a curiosity.

Returning to firmer ground, we find Theodulf, Bishop of Orleans (d. 821 ),

a poet in the court of Charlemagne, publishing a poem on the correct inter-

pretation of mythology in which he explains that Hercules is to be accepted

103
as a symbol or allegory of virtue. Some four hundred years earlier

Fulgentius had reached the same conclusion as to the allegorical interpretation

of Hercules. In his Mitologiarium libri tres, Fulgentius repeatedly
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interprets the myths of Hercules in the light of Christian virtue. In the

"Fabula Admeti et Alcestae" (1.22) Hercules is seen as a symbol of virtue;

the "Fabula Herculis et Omfalae" (2.2), according to Fulgentius, "ostendit

ergo quod libido quamvis etiam invictam possit superare virtutem; " and

again in the "Fabula Caci et Herculis" (2.3), the hero is seen as a personi-

fication of virtue attacking evil in the form of Cacus.

The Italian Trecento also saw Hercules as a symbol of virtus generalis ;

this interpretation was expressed in literature as early as ca. 1 300 by

Francesco Barberino. It appears in Italian art in Giovanni Pisano's

pulpit in the Pisa Cathedral where, according to Panofsky's excellent

interpretation, "Hercules emancipated from the tetrad of the Cardinal Virtues

and helping to support the entire structure, forms the counterpart of the

Archangel Michael, embodying the sum total of the moral virtues while

Michael embodies the sum total of the theological ones."

An interesting, as well as instructive side-light on the Hercules,

personification of virtue, has been offered by Colin Eisler, who relates the

classical image of the victorious athlete to the Christian image of the

106
triumph of virtue. Pointing out that the victors in the Greek games were

generally believed to have been chosen by the gods, Eisler writes: "Preparations

for gymnastic victory, the discipline and exercise of the body, the enforced

107
regimen, the life of continence and renunciation, became equated with virtue."

Eisler goes on to explain that

The concept of the athlete of virtue is less metaphorical than might

initially appear to be the case, once it is realized that the original

meaning of the word "virtue" is simply that of manliness or courage.

Cicero wrote: "The term virtue is from the word thg| signifies man; a

man's chief quality is fortitude (Tusc . 1.11.18).

It is immediately apparent how Hercules fits into this scheme. We have

already seen that in both Greece and Rome the hero-god was closely connected
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with athletes and athletics (see above, 8 and 16). We have also seen that

even in classical times he was noted for his virtue. Now we have a synthesis

of these two aspects of Hercules which persists into the Middle Ages.

As well as being a symbol of virtus generalis , Hercules was also seen

as a symbol of the specific Christian virtue of fortitude. For example, on

the pulpit in the Baptistry of the Pisa Cathedral (ca. 1260) by Nicolo Pisano

we find a nude Hercules with the Nemean lion represented as a personification

of Christian fortitude.

A most interesting illustration of Hercules allegorized within the

iconographic tradition is to be found on the facade of Saint Mark's in

Venice. Incorporated into the facade decorations are two slabs with reliefs

depicting Hercules with the Erymanthian boar and Hercules with the Hydra.

These two reliefs, dated between the third and fourth centuries, are in the

pagan, Roman tradition. It has been suggested that they were brought to Venice

by crusaders in 120U from Byzantium. It is the Roman relief of Hercules

and the Erymanthian boar which will occupy our attention here> because on

112
the same facade we find another relief of the same size, attributed by

113
Panofsky to a medieval artist of the thirteenth century.

The motifs of the two reliefs are so similar there can be no question

that the medieval sculptor used foe earlier slab as a model. In the Roman

relief Hercules is represented nude except for the usual lion's skin mantle,

carrying the Erymanthian boar on his shoulders. In the lower left corner of

the slab a terrified King Eurystheus cowers in the legendary cauldron, his

hands raised to protect himself from the threat of the beast and the fury *

which is apparent in Hercules' face. The medieval artist has reproduced the

stance of Hercules and the general composition of the earlier work. However,

he has substituted a stag for the boar on the hero's shoulders, fluttering
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drapery for the lion's skin, and, instead of an intimidated king, he has

placed a serpent beneath the feet of the triumphant hero.

Questions of the differences in style are irrelevant to our purposes,

but an examination of the symbolism implied by the iconography of these two

slabs will be instructive. It is entirely possible that the third century

sculptor intended to depict a scene from pagan legend, perhaps commissioned by

1 1

)

nobles, as Agard has suggested, to decorate a home. On the other hand,

it is just as possible that the sculptor (or patron) was thinking in terms

of a symbolic interpretation of the episode. The first such interpretation

which comes to mind is, as Rowland submits, the allegory of virtue (Hercules)

triumphant over evil (in the person of Eurystheus) or, on a more basic

level, Hercules as the personification of fortitude. The artist's intentions

are irrelevant herej what concerns us is the intention of those responsible

for including this slab on the church facade, and they must certainly have

interpreted this relief as a Christian allegory, whether that was the intention

of the artist or not.

New let us examine the thirteenth century copy of this relief. As we

have already noticed, the medieval artist made certain changes in his

representation of the scene. By these changes—and this is the important

point—the artist has altered, whether consciously or not, the allegorical

content of the relief. By substituting the stag for the boar, the serpent for the

king, and the cloak for the lion's skin, the medieval sculptor has produced

117
what certainly must be, as Panofsky suggests, an allegory of salvation.

This interpretation is supported by a Biblical passage. In Psalm 90:13

we find the Psalmist speaking of those whose salvation is provided by the

angels of the Lord:

You will tread on the lion and the adder,
The young lion and the serpent you will trample under foot.
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Panofsky's interpretation of the medieval relief as an allegory of

salvation is further supported by a cameo now in the Turitzky Collection in

1 1 ft

Paris, Dated probably in the second quarter of the thirteenth century,

the cameo depicts Hercules in a pose the prototype for which was established

1 19
as early as the fourth century B.C. On the cameo, as in the ancient

prototypes, a nude Hercules is shown grasping a lion around the neck and lifting

him off the ground. The cameo differs from the ancient representations by the

addition of a serpent beneath the feet of the hero, thus transferring the old

Hercules and the lion theme into a prefiguration of Christ (cf. the Psalm

quoted above).

In short, the unusual crossing of allegorical themes on the facade reliefs

of Saint Mark's within what is basically the same pictorial tradition

provides us with a very neat summary of Hercules ' versatility within the moral

tradition.

Hercules is also seen as a symbol of Christian virtue and fortitude in

his connections with the Christian heroes David and Samson, both of whom were

seen as personifications of fortitude in their symbolic victories over evil.

Oakeshott supports the connection between David and Hercules by tracing the

iconography of a familiar David and the Lion type to a prototype of Hercules

120
and the Nemean lion found on a fifth century coin. (This type is the same

as that of the cameo discussed above.) In the City of God (18.19), Saint

Augustine tells us that Samson was taken "by the pagans" to be Hercules

because of his great strength.

This practice of preserving pagan gods by converting them into Christian

saints was not unusual, particularly in the late antique period which saw the

demise of paganism. That Hercules in his role as healer survived is witnessed

by an epigram which makes a statue of Hercules lament his metamorphosis into
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an image of Saint Luke: "I, Hercules, the triumphant son of Zeus, am not

1 pi
really Luke, but they compel me."

If this transformation of Hercules seems surprising, his transformation

into a prefiguration of the Archangel Michael seems almost incredible. Yet

Rowland has made a strong case in favor of this metamorphosis basing his

arguments on two reliefs on the facade of the church of Saint Trophime in

1 22
Aries which date back to the Romanesque period. ''

Qn the north side of the

west facade in a long panel just above the base of the elevation we find a

123
representation of Hercules. The hero is shown prone, holding a lion's

paw in his right hand, a club in his left; a hide with hoof and horns (a

reference to the Cretan bull labor) is around his shoulders. Immediately

above this panel is another one depicting Hercules holding two "dwarf-like"

forms, sinners who are holding their ears closed against the Gospel. Hercules

gazes up at Saint Michael who is weighing souls. Rowland contends that

Hercules ... appears as a prefiguration of the archangel and his
assistant or psychogogue . a • The nudity of Hercules and accuracy of

his attributes indicate at least that the carver was familiar with
a classical model, and the composition of the hero staring at the
psychopomp of St. Michael must owe something to a portrayal of the
Cecrops story as it often appears in Attic vases or in the archaic

metope at Selinunte.

We have already noted (see above, 27) that in part the survival of Hercules

in the Middle Ages was due to the unfavorable commentaries of the Church

Fathers. While considering the moralized interpretations of Hercules as Virtue,

it might be valuable to recall that just as all literary interpretations did

not see the pagan god in a favorable light, so also in medieval art Hercules

sometimes is seen as a symbol of vice rather than virtue.

Although I have elected to deal here with the more positive aspects of

the survival of Hercules, one negative example is too interesting to be

omitted. A chalice (dated ca. 1300) in the Town Hall of Osnabnick is
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decorated with a series of medallions which represent the virtues and vices.
1

We are interested in a medallion on the cover of the chalice which depicts a

127
young, nude Hercules playing the lyre. There can be little doubt that this

medallion is copied from a classical representation of the theme of Hercules

Musarum. Panofsky notes that the lyre-playing Hercules, which was probably

mistaken by the medieval artist for Apollo, "represents that 'unholy' music

the practice and enjoyment of which were greatly condemned as a manifestation

of curiositas verging upon the sin of Idolatry." Panofsky supports this

hypothesis by identifying each of the six vices represented in pagan guise

on the cover of the chalice with a corresponding vice as manifested in medieval

life in the medallions of the cuppa of the chalice.

One final instance of the survival of Hercules comes from the west facade

of the Cathedral at Auxerre (ca. 1280) where we find Hercules in a symbolic,

1 29
rather than allegorical role. The figure of Hercules is located next to a

sculptural representation of Genesis 37:2U-28, which tells the story of

Joseph cast into "the pit that is in the wilderness" and sold into Egypt.

Panofsky has submitted an impressive argument to support the interpretation

of the figure of Hercules used here as a local or regional personification.

This interpretation is based on the fact that Hercules was closely connected

in medieval thought with Egypt and the wilderness. In classical literature

Cicero [YJOci D. 2,1*1 ) mentions a Hercules Aegyptius , son of the Nile. Two

medieval mythographers stress "the fact--important in connection with the

unfraternal behavior of Joseph's brothers in the adjacent relief—that Hercules

eliminated the Egyptian King Busiris, who was in the habit of slaughtering

1 31
his guests."
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Chapter VIII

Conclusion

In 1 396 Coluccio Salutati published his treatise De Laborious Herculis

in which he chronicled the labors of Hercules for their own sake rather

than for the purposes of Christian exegesis. This treatise is paralled in

art, as Rowland has observed, by the image of Hercules by an anonymous

Florentine sculptor on the Porta della Mandorla of the Florence Duomo which

132
is dated ca. 1391-1396, Hercules is portrayed here strictly as a pagan,

classical hero.

Salutati and the anonymous Florentine sculptor mark the beginnings of

a reversion to genuine antique sources and a critical or scientific approach

to classical antiquity which would soon develop into Renaissance humanism.

With this new, secular attitude toward the classics and the concommitant

Renaissance humanist interest in pagan mythology, all major threats to the

survival of Hercules vanished.

Hercules has continued to survive after II4.OO within the historical,

physical, encyclopedic, and moral traditions. The secular attitude toward

the classics which appeared in the Renaissance added a new tradition of

survival—one which might be termed the "scholastic" tradition. This

tradition entails a critical study of the Hercules of antiquity and, in a

larger sense, the Hercules of the past two and a half millennia in all the

traditions within which he has survived.

Today, as a result of the scholastic tradition, the Hercules we know

is a composite of countless personalities which have evolved from countless

different interpretations made over the centuries. By "learning to serve the

times" the pagan god has, indeed, survived.

k9





FOOTNOTES

W.R. Paton, ed. and transl., The Greek Anthology , "Loeb Classical Library"
(London and New York 191 8) III, 2U7.

2
For general and background information on the Herakles myth, cf. K. Kerehyi,

The Heroes of the Greeks (London 1 939 ) 125-206. For a briefer review of the
myth, cf. H.J. Hose, s.v. "Herakles," OCD (Oxford 19U9) UU-UlU.

3
Since this thesis will focus on the changes in the Hercules theme occurring

as a result of contact with changing cultures, I have chosen to omit a con-
sideration of the origins of Hercules and begin my discussion with Homer,
Hercules' first appearance in literature. For a discussion of the aboriginal
nature of Hercules, cf. L.K. Farnell, Greek Hero Cults and Ideas of Immortality
(Oxford 1921) chapter 5. See also G.R. Levy, "Oriental Origin of Herakles,"
JHS $k (193U) UO-53.

As we shall see later (see text, 1;9), the beginning of the fifteenth century
marks a significant alteration in European man's attitude toward the classics
and the beginning of Renaissance humanism. Hence I have chosen to end my
examination with the end of the medieval attitude toward the classics.

I am indebted to Jean Seznec for his delineation of the last two of these
traditions. Cf. J. Seznec, The Survival of the Pagan Gods : The Mythological
Tradition and Its Place in Renaissance Humanism and Art (New York 1 961 ) passim .

In addition to the historical and moral traditions, Seznec cites the physical
and encyclopedic traditions as vital modes of survival of the pagan gods in

the Christian era. The scope of this thesis will not admit a consideration of

the physical tradition, which encompasses areas such as astronomy and numerology.
The encyclopedic tradition is a synthesis of the historical, moral, and nhysical
traditions; I have chosen to consider each of these areas individually, omitting

a separate and distinct analysis of the medieval encyclopedic tradition.

A caveat is in order here. It should be noted that the cultures of Greece,

Rome, and Cnristian-medieval Europe are often overlapping, both chronologically
and geographically. For the sake of clarification, I am considering (quite

arbitrarily) Greek civilization as beginning with Homer and extending to

roughly 11*6 B.C., Roman-pagan civilization as beginning with the founding of

Rome, and Christian-medieval civilization as beginning with the birth of Christ.

The examples drawn from the visual arts cited in this thesis will be

examined from an iconographical point of view, with consideration of style

omitted except when absolutely necessary. This iconographic point of view

should be understood in Panofsky's "deeper sense" of iconography, i.e. the

intrinsic meaning or content which is "apprehended by ascertaining those

underlying principles which reveal the basic attitude of a nation, a period,

a class, a religious or philosophical persuasion [italics minej —unconsciously

qualified by one personality and condensed into one work." E. Panofsky,

Studies in Iconology , Humanistic Themes in the Art of the Renaissance (New

York 19627 7.

7W.K.C. Guthrie, The Greeks and their Gods (London 1 9^0 ) 237.

o

For more on the chthonioi , cf. Guthrie (above, note 7) chapter 9.
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g
Kerenyi (above, note 2) 5.

Kerenyi (above, note 2) 125.

11
For illustration, cf. Kerenyi (above, note 2) pi, UU.

12
For illustration, cf, Kerenyi (above, note 2) pi, lr5,

1 3J
Guthrie (above, note 7) 239-2U1

.

Guthrie (above, note 7) 2l|0.

Kerenyi (above, note 2) 1l|1.

For illustration, cf, B, Ashmole, Olympia , 'Hie Sculptures of the Temple
of Zeus (London 1967; pi. 1u3.

17
Kerenyi (above, note 2) 1l|2.

1 ft

Guthrie (above, note 7) 2h0.

1

9

Farnell (above, note 3) 1 U9.

20
Farnell (above, note 3) 1 U9. Cf, also the vase painting of Herakles and

Geras reproduced in Kerenyi (above, note 2) pi, 2l* and the representation of
the same subject on a shield relief from Olympia dated ca, 500 B.C., repro-
duced in K, Schefold, Myth and Legend in Early Greek Art (New York 1 966) pi, 57b,

G, Murray, Five Stages of Greek Religion (New York 1930) 116.

22
Farnell (above, note 3) 152.

23
G. Murray, Greek Studies (Oxford 1 9U7 ) 109.

^Farnell (above, note 3) 102.

25
J.W. Spargo. Virgil the Necromancer , Studies in Virgilian Legends

(Cambridge 1 93U ) 215.

W.W. Fowler, The Religious Experience of the Roman People (London 1922) 215.

27
Fowler (above, note 26) 231.

?R
H.J. Rose, Ancient Roman Religion (London 1 9U8 ) 92.

29
W.W. Fowler, The Roman Festivals of the Period of the Republic (London

1916) 196.

Fowler (above, note 29) 195.

31
W.R. Agard, Classical Myths in Sculpture (Madison, Wisconsin 1951 ) 30.

32
Fowler (above, note 29) 197.

33
Fowler (above, note 29) 197.
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3
^Cf. Fowler (above, note 26) 21*3, note 11.

Fowler (above, note 29) 13.

Fowler (above, note 29) 135.

37
Fowler (above, note 29) 138.

3fi

Fowler (above, note 29) 13!?.

39
Fowler (above, note 29) 193.

For illustration, cf. E. Nash, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Rome
(London 1 961 ) I, pi. 581.

3.B. Platner and T. Ashby, A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome
(London 1929) 255.

S. Aurigemma, Les termes de Diocletien et le musee national Romain
(Italy 1960) 36.

4-Tor illustration, cf. S. Panofsky, Tomb Sculpture (New York 196U) pi. 130.

J.E, King, transl. Tusculan Disputations , "Loeb Classical Library"
(London and New York 19U5). 73.

U5
Panofsky (above, note 1|3) 36.

Panofsky (above, note H3) 36.

) 7
Platner and Ashby (above, note U1 ) 251.

For illustration, cf. Nash (above, note Uo) pi. 570.

1,9

For illustration, cf. J. Boardman, Greek Art (New York 196U) pi. 183.

50T
It should be noted at this juncture that the following two traditions

—

historical and moral—are not as clearly defined in terms of content as is the
religious tradition. As a result, some topics may be considered here under one

classification which might just as easily be placed under the other. I find
this problem a relatively unimportant one, since I am defining the three

traditions simply to facilitate the organization and comprehension of this
thesis.

Agard (above, note 31 ) 30.

52_
For a complete discussion of various interpretations of the Argei , cf

.

Sir James George Frazer, transl., Ovid's Fasti , "Loeb Classical Library"

(London and Cambridge, Mass. 1959) U25-U29.

L.R. Taylor, The Divinity of the Roman Emperor (Middletown, Connecticut

1931) Hi.

^ CM. Kraay, Greek Coins (New York 1966) 3U9. For illustrations, cf.

Kraay, pis. 172 and 173.
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For illustration, cf. Collignon, Hjstoire de la sculpture grecque (Paris
1892-1897) II, fig. 215.

56
•* H. Mattingly, Roman Coins (London 1962) 9.

57
"Hercules," Paulys Real -Kncyclopadie der Classischen Aitertumswissenschaft

.

VIII, 581.

58
For illustration, cf. Mattingly (above, note 56) pi. XL, 16.

$9For illustration, cf . C. Pietrangeli, Musei Capitolini—Guida Breve (Rome
1966) pi. 29.

For illustration, cf. E.H. Swift, Roman Sources of Christian Art (New
York 1951 ) pi. U2.

For illustration, cf . Encyclopedia of World Art (New York and London

196U) IX, pi. 73.

For illustration, cf. Mattingly (above, note 56) pi. 62,3.

63
A,B. Cook, "Who Was the Wife of Zeus?" CR 20 (1906) 1*18.

E. Panofsky, Meaning in the Visual Arts , Papers in and on Art History
(Garden City, New York 195!?) h»

Panofsky (above, note 6U) U.

Agard (above, note 31 ) 68.

Agard (above, note 31 ) 57-58.

6ft
Seznec (above, note h) 19.

69
For illustration, cf, Seznec (above, note h) pi. 5.

Seznec (above, note h) 30.

71
Seznec (above, note h) 20.

72
Seznec (above, note k) 18.

7 *}

For more on Euhemerus and his impact on later thought, cf. Seznec (above,

note U) chapter 1.

7)
Seznec (above, note h) 13.

^Murray (above, note 23) 108.

7A
G. Norlin, transl., Isocrates, "Loeb Classical Library" (London and New

York 1928) I, 313.

77
H.V. Routh, God, Man, and lipic Poetry (Cambridge 1927) 139.
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7ft
M. D. Macleod, transl., Lucian , "Loeb Classical Library" (London and

New York 1967) VIII, 65-67.

79
T. B. L. Webster, "Personification as a Mode of Greek Thought," Journal

of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 17 ( 1 95U ) 13.

ftn

Agard (above, note 31 ) 30.

ftl

For a complete treatment of the significance of this theme, cf. G. K.

Galinsky, "Hercules-Cacus Episode in 'Aeneid' VIII," AJP 87 (1966) 18-51.

On
Galinsky (above, note 81 ) 25-26.

Q T

Many pagan gods and heroes survived in the Middle Ages in various
moralized guises (e.g. Venus survived as Prudence). For a brief, but
suggestive account of the fate of other pagan deities in the Middle Ages,
cf. Seznec (above, note 1*).

^B. Rowland, The Classical Tradition in Western Art (Cambridge 1963) 152.

^Rowland (above, note 81* ) 152.

Rowland (above, note 81*) 177. Also cf. E. Panofsky (above, note 6) 20.

Rowland (above, note 81*) 177.
QD

T. W. Doane, Bible Myths , and their Parallels in Other Religions (New

York 1881*) 170.

89
Betty Kurth," Mediaeval Romance in Renaissance Tapestries," Journal of

the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 5 91*2 ) 2>H I

90
Kurth (above, note 89) 24 I

91
For illustrations, cf. Andre'' Grabar, The Beginnings of Christian Art :

200-395 A.D. (London 1967) figs. 35, 87, 208, and 251.

92
The theme of this particular fresco has been, I submit, misinterpreted

by Grabar (cf . his Christian Iconography , A Study of its Origins [Princeton

1968J pi. 35) who explains the scene as being a description of Alcestis

being conducted to Admetus in the afterlife by Hercules. I have found no

precedent, literary or artistic, to uphold this interpretation. It seems

highly unlikely that an artist would garble the legend as Grabar' s inter-
pretation would seem to suggest. A much more plausible explanation would
be that the artist combined two legends, each of which served his purposes

equally well, and which together served to add emphasis to his symbolic

theme.

93
Grabar (above, note 92) 15.

9k ) ., , t

Tor illustration, cf . Guide general abrege des monuments , musees , et

galeries pontificaux (Vatican 1 950 ) pi . 8.

Pietrangeli (above, note 59) 132.
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96
Aurigemma (above, note U2) 18-19.

97
Rowland (above, note 8U ) 176.

98
Murray (above, note 23) 1 2U«

99
For illustration, cf. Spargo (above, note 25) 220.

D. Comparetti, Vergil in the Middle Ages (New York 1908) 338.

Spargo (above, note 25) 21 U.

1 02
Spargo (above, note 25) 221.

103
Seznec (above, note h) 90. It is interesting to note here that the

"Choice of Hercules" legend which was so popular in antiquity was ignored
during the Middle Ages. This has been explained by Theodor E. Mommsen:
"... the story implied a moral conception which from the Christian point
of view was much too pagan and secular and therefore had to be passed over
in silence. In the first place, the two ways of life were represented in

the tale by the personifications of what was considered praiseworthy and bad

(virtus and voluptas ) in a strictly earthly sense and not at all in accordance
with the Christian interpretation of the eternal meaning of good and evil.
And secondly, no Christian was given the right, which in the story was
claimed for Hercules, to make an entirely free and wholly individual choice
concerning the basic direction of his life ..." T. E. Mommsen, "Petrarch
and the Story of the Choice of Hercules," Journal of the Warburg and Cour-

tauld Institutes 16 (1953) 179.

E. Panofsky, Renaissance and Renascences in Western Art (Stockholm
1960) 150.

105
Panofsky (above, note 1 0U ) 150.

1 06
Colin Eisler, "The Athlete of Virtue, The Iconography of Ascetism,

"

De Artibus Opuscula XL (New York 1961 ) I, 82-97.

107
Eisler (above, note 106) 82.

Eisler (above, note 106) 82.

1 09
For illustration, cf. Panofsky (above, note 10U) fig. U8.

Rowland (above, note Qk) 77.

Ill
For illustration, cf. Panofsky (above, note 6) pi. 3, fig. 5.

112
For illustration, cf. Panofsky (above, note 6) pi. 3, fig. 6.

113
Panofsky (above, note 6) xxii.

Agard (above, note 31 ) 55.

Rowland (above, note 8U) 78.
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A caveat is necessary at this point. The argument which I present here
hinges on the premise that the third century relief was seen as a Christian
allegory in order for it to be included on the church facade. There is no
way to prove conclusively that this was the case, but it seems highly un-
likely that a representation of a nude figure would have been tolerated on a
church facade in the thirteenth century wiUtou/ the justification of some
allegorical interpretation.

117
Panofsky (above, note 6) 19.

1 1 ft

For illustration, cf. Panofsky (above, note 10U) fig. Ui.

119
Gf. Greek coins from Heraclea (350-330 B.C.): Colin Kraay, Greek Coins

(New York 1966) pi. 256 and 258. Also cf. the same prototype on a Roman
denarius (ca. 78 B.C.): Mattingly (above, note 56) pi. XIV, 16.

\tl. Oakeshott, Classical Inspiration in Medieval Art (New York 1960)
1i|2-lU3 and pi. 130c.

121
Farnell (above, note 3) 151.

1 22
Rowland (above, note 8U) 11U-116.

1 23
For illustration, cf. Rowland (above, note 8U) fig. 79a.

For illustration, cf. Rowland (above, note 8U) fig. 79b.

125
Rowland (above, note 8U) 116.

1 ?£>
For illustration, cf. Panofsky (above, note 10U) figs. 68-77.

1 27
For illustration, cf. Panofsky (above, note 10U) fig. 73«

1 oR
Panofsky (above, note 1 0U ) 96.

1 29
For illustration, cf. Panofsky (above, note 10li) fig. 61.

1 30
Panofsky (above, note 1 OU ) 93-9U.

1 31
Panofsky (above, note 10U) 93.

For illustration, cf, Rowland (above, note 8U) fig. 109«
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